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2016

Canterbury Wellbeing Index

Offending patterns

The Canterbury Wellbeing Index tracks the progress of social recovery 
in greater Christchurch following the earthquakes using indicators to 
identify emerging social trends and issues.

Why are offending patterns important? 
Offending and people’s fear of offending affect the wellbeing of individuals and communities. People 
who hold fears for their personal security can have a lower quality of life and a decreased sense of 
wellbeing, and may find it difficult to participate fully in their community.1,2

Similarly, where offending in a community is perceived to increase or actually does increase, 
the community may become less appealing for new residents and/or for people who go there for 
recreation or shopping.3,4,5 In contrast, communities with low levels of offending attract greater 
investment from the private sector, which in turn creates more employment opportunities and a higher 
quality of life as the community is more stable and healthier.6,7,8

Offending patterns are associated with poverty, exclusion, and low quality of life. Conditions that make 
offending more likely are high levels of unemployment, low incomes, low educational achievement, 
and difficult early family circumstances, including abuse and neglect.9,10,11

In addition to preventing people from starting a life of offending, significant social and economic 
resources are invested in reducing re-offending. Experts agree that crime is linked to unemployment, 
low earnings, and job instability, and that gaining stable employment is ‘an important step away from 
offending’.12 

The path to employment is smoother where the released prisoner has overcome any substance 
abuse issues, has found stable housing, and has significant support to reintegrate into the 
community.13 It is also beneficial if they receive training before they are released so that they have 
skills required in the labour market, and if local employers are prepared to employ ex-prisoners.14

According to the New Zealand Crime and Safety Survey, in 2013 Māori were more likely to 
experience all types of crime than the New Zealand average; 33 per cent compared to 24 per 
cent.15 For European New Zealanders, the figure was 23 per cent. After controlling for age and 
socioeconomic deprivation, the difference between Māori victimisation and European victimisation 
dropped from 10 percentage points to 3 percentage points, but was still statistically significant. 

The survey also found that compared to the New Zealand average: people aged 65 and over were 
less likely to be the victims of crime.  The groups more likely to be the victims of crime were those 
aged under 40; one-parent households; and people experiencing financial hardship or living in more 
highly socioeconomically deprived areas.15

How were offending patterns impacted by the earthquakes?
As would be expected, the number of calls to emergency services in the immediate aftermath of the 
September 2010 and February 2011 earthquakes was high. These calls largely related to earthquake 
needs rather than criminal activity. Fewer calls were received after the 6.3 aftershock in June 2011.

In the aftermath of some disasters such as Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans, violence and property 
crime spiked immediately and later fell to a lower rate than before the disaster.16 However, the context 
in New Orleans before the disaster was quite different from that in greater Christchurch. It is more 
typical for crime rates to drop after disasters and return to usual levels within six months to  
a year.17 One study analysing crime trends in Florida post natural disasters for the period 1991 to 
2005 found that reported index, property, and violent crimes significantly decreased, but reported 
domestic violence crimes significantly increased.a,18

a Index crimes were a broad category, including murder, sexual assualt, assault, robbery, and theft. Property crimes and violent crimes were a subset of 
the above. Domestic violence crimes included relevant crimes from the above categories, and other domestic crimes not included above.
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In greater Christchurch, the New Zealand Police (the Police) recorded a significant fall in total crime 
in the year following the September 2010 earthquake. Expressed as a rate per 10,000 of population, 
total recorded crime for the three years before the earthquake was 1,073 offences per 10,000. The 
rate for the year after the September 2010 earthquake dropped to 876 offences per 10,000 people.19 
Burglary rates fell in a similar way to the rate for crime overall.b

There are likely to be many reasons for this reduction in criminal behaviour. For example, after the 
earthquakes many people moved away from greater Christchurch and the communities that remained 
became more connected. In addition, after the February 2011 earthquake, the central business 
district, historically a high crime location, was closed and extra police and military personnel from 
around New Zealand and other countries provided a reassuring presence to the community.

With the central business district closed, some of the criminal activities that are usually associated 
with centres of nightlife moved to other areas such as the entertainment hubs of Riccarton 
and Merivale.

Researchers have found that immediately after other disasters, family violence rates have 
increased.20,21,18 Police data however suggest that in the immediate post-earthquake period greater 
Christchurch may not have followed this pattern. 

Total reported family violence offences did increase in the month of the September 2010 earthquake 
(434 compared with 291 in September 2009). However, no increase was apparent immediately after 
the February 2011 earthquake and comparatively low levels of offences were reported in each of the 
four months following.22 Yet, these figures may not be an accurate record of offending: it is possible 
that reporting was lower due to other pressures caused by the earthquake. It is estimated that even in 
‘normal times’ only 18 per cent of family violence events nationally are reported to the Police.23

Women’s refuge providers supported the view that rates of reporting may have been affected by the 
earthquakes. Their experience was that victims were less able to seek help due to many stressors, 
including damaged homes, lost employment, and more frequent risk behaviours such as hazardous 
drinking.24,25 Anecdotally, social services reported that cases became more complex with the addition 
of earthquake-related stress.26

Like many other sectors, the justice sector experienced significant damage to infrastructure in the 
earthquakes. After losing its facilities, the Ministry of Justice opened a criminal court at Ngā Hau e 
Whā National Marae which operated until May 2013. Social agencies based at the marae reported 
that this created stronger links with the community and across agencies. 

Currently under construction to be completed in 2017, the Christchurch Justice and Emergency 
Services Precinct will bring together all justice and emergency services in one purpose-built, world-
class precinct. The precinct will help provide better public services and support agencies in their work 
to reduce crime and re-offending.

What is happening now?
In 2014, New Zealand Police changed the way it recorded crime statistics to capture more information 
and remove some statistical bias. New Zealand Police provide crime data to Statistics New Zealand, 
which is now the primary agency from which the public can access crime data. As a result of this 
change, it is no longer possible to present continuous time series for these data from the period prior 
to the earthquakes.27 Prior to this change, following the earthquakes, total crime patterns in greater 
Christchurch appeared to deviate from the trends evident after disasters overseas. Total assault and 
property-related crime decreased significantly since the start of the earthquakes in September 2010 
and as of December 2014 was 12 per cent below pre-earthquake levels.28

Police note that challenges faced by people in the community such as housing pressures, growth 
in internal and external migrants, potentially earthquake-related mental health illness, and changing 
alcohol and drug use patterns have provided a more challenging policing environment.

Police continue to focus on the five drivers of crime, which are addressed through the ‘Prevention 
First’ operating strategy and a focus on victims. In 2015 Police launched ‘Policing Excellence: the 
Future’; a multi-phased programme of work. One theme of this initiative is Safer Whānau. Overall, 
‘Policing Excellence: the Future’ is about looking at opportunities to deliver sustainable policing 

b Overall burglary rates are total, and include both households and business related burglaries.
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services into the future and addressing challenges such as the rates of violent crime. Police continue 
to focus on the goal of reducing total reported crime by 20 per cent by 2018.

In response to little change in the incidence of family violence, despite high level Government 
spending to tackle the problem, the Integrated Safety Response (ISR) pilot was commenced in 
Christchurch in July 2016. This pilot is part of a range of initiatives in the Government’s cross-agency 
approach to stopping family violence and sexual violence, reducing the harm they cause, and 
breaking the cycle of re-victimisation and re-offending. The ISR involves collaboration between Police, 
CYF, Corrections, Health, specialist family violence NGOs, and kaupapa Māori services. 

A key feature of the collaboration is the identification of ‘high risk’ victims and the provision of an 
independent family violence specialist to support these victims to reduce the risk of further violence. 
The new approach has a family/whānau focus – it aims to assess and support the whole family’s 
needs. The year-long Christchurch pilot will provide an opportunity to test and review the new 
approach to ensure a new national model is robust, adaptable, and makes a real difference to the 
lives of victims and families. 

The Department of Corrections (Corrections) is working to assist more offenders to find employment 
when they are released from prison. Among other forms of education, prisoners who meet certain 
criteria can participate in Trade and Technical National Certificates approved by the New Zealand 
Qualifications Authority, as well as in industry training qualifications.

Under the Better Public Services results action plan, the Government has set a target of reducing re-
offending by 25 per cent by June 2017.

The repair and rebuild offers significant opportunities for employment. In response, Corrections 
is providing rebuild-related training to prisoners, in areas such as light engineering, painting and 
decorating, timber joinery, and grounds maintenance. Canterbury prisons have restructured their 
industry training courses to align with rebuild activity, enabling prisoners and community offenders to 
contribute to the community in a meaningful way while gaining highly employable trade skills.

The Rolleston Construction Yard project is a partnership between Housing New Zealand (HNZ) 
and Corrections to provide prison offenders with qualifications and skills for employment, as they 
rejuvenate social housing stock and contribute to the Canterbury rebuild.

By early 2016, 40 houses had been re-clad, re-wired, re-plumbed, insulated, re-plastered, and re-
painted, with new or modernised bathrooms, toilets, and kitchens and new floor coverings. These are 
being returned to the social housing pool by Housing New Zealand. Rolleston Prison has a further 
stockpile of houses, relocated from the red zone, waiting to be transported into the construction yard 
for refurbishment work. Through this initiative, prisoners are learning employable trade skills, including 
painting, plastering, carpentry, and timber joinery. Instructors on the site are also receiving literacy 
and numeracy education as this is embedded into their trade training.

Corrections are working closely with other social agencies, especially Work and Income, to ensure 
that offenders in the community and prisons are work ready to gain employment and help with the 
Canterbury rebuild. This includes assisting in the development of CVs and interview skills.

Site sharing by Corrections and Police, since the Canterbury earthquake, has led to improvements 
in the sharing of information and intelligence, and joint projects targeting at-risk groups, for example 
learner drivers, Māori youth, and returned offenders.

What are the indicators telling us?
For the period up until 2014, offences and apprehensions data included in this Index (figures 1, 3-5) 
are from New Zealand Police statistics. From 2015 onwards, this Index uses New Zealand Police data 
stored by Statistics New Zealand. From 2014, the New Zealand Police changed the methodology 
of how they record crime statistics, making it difficult to compare data pre and post this change,29 
therefore data up until 2014, and data from 2015 onwards are displayed in separate figures.
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Offences usually reported to the Police

For the period up until 2014, this is measured in this section using the following offence:

•  Assault-related: 1) Assaults in public places, 2) Assaults in dwellings, 3) Serious assaults 
resulting in injury

• Property-related: 1) Burglary, 2) Vehicles stolen, 3) Robbery.

This section breaks the data down for assaults and property-related offences. However, when taken 
together there was a 12 per cent reduction in total assaults and property offences between the two 
years to December 2009 and the 2014 year. Nationally there was an 8 per cent reduction over the 
same period.

Assault-related offences

Reported assault-related offences declined in 2011 and have fluctuated since. Overall, total assaults 
in the 12 months to December 2014 were similar to the average number recorded in the pre-
earthquake period.  

Figure 1 shows that assaults in public places dropped by nearly a third in 2011 compared with 
pre-earthquake levels of 2009. Serious assaults resulting in injury also dropped 11 per cent over 
this period. This decrease was likely due to the reduction of licensed premises in the centre of 
Christchurch in 2011. 

Figure 1: Number of assault-related offences by year in the Canterbury Metro AreaC 
 

Assaults in dwellings have shown a different pattern from assaults in public places. Overall in 
greater Christchurch there was a 20 per cent increase in dwelling assaults between the two years to 
December 2009 and the 2014 year. Nationally there was a 4 per cent increase over the same period. 

Figure 2 shows reported monthly victimisation data from Statistics New Zealand. While no statistical 
significance testing has been done, there has been no obvious trend of increasing or decreasing 
victimisations during the period from July 2014 to May 2016. The number of victimisations from 
assault has ranged from a high of 423 in both November and December 2015 to a low of 297 in 
May 2016, the most recent month of data available. Reported sexual assaults ranged from a low 
of 24 in February 2015 to a high of 72 in December 2015, and were 27 in May 2016. Abductions 
and kidnappings are less frequent, and have remained in single figures throughout the time period 
covered.

C Canterbury Metro Area is a Policing boundary that most closely matches the greater Christchurch and Hurunui districts. It is made up of the Southern 
Canterbury, Northern Canterbury, and Christchurch Central Police boundaries.  
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For the most recent year’s data compared to the previous year’s data, there was a 4.7 per cent 
increase in the combined categories of assault, sexual assault, and abduction and kidnapping 
victimisations in the Canterbury Metro Area compared with a 5.5 per cent increase for New Zealand.d 

Figure 2: Number of victimisationse (Assault, Sexual assault, and Abduction and Kidnapping) in the 
Canterbury Metro Area by monthf 
 

One measure of family violence is the number of court-ordered final protection orders issued.g Figure 
3 shows a decrease in the number of final protection orders corresponding to the period of the major 
earthquakes in 2010 and 2011. While there has been no statistical trend analysis done, since late 
2011 there appears to have been a general trend of increasing final protection orders. 

Figure 3: Three-month rolling average of the number of final protection orders granted at 
Christchurch/Rangiora Courts

d The time period for this data is from July 2014 to June 2016.
e Victimisations counts each case of a victimisation from crime, not the number of individuals victimised by crime. One victim can be counted more than 
once if they are the victim of multiple instances of crime. 
f Canterbury Metro Area is a Policing boundary that most closely matches the greater Christchurch and Hurunui districts. It is made up of the Southern 
Canterbury, Northern Canterbury, and Christchurch Central Police boundaries.  
g Data for this figure is supplied by the Ministry of Justice, so has not been affected by the methodological changes affecting New Zealand Police data.
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Property-related offences

Figure 4 shows that the number of burglaries, robberies, and stolen vehicles generally decreased 
after the earthquakes and burglaries were well below pre-earthquake levels in 2014.

Overall, property-related offences in greater Christchurch declined by 17 per cent in the 12 months to 
December 2014 compared to the average number recorded in the pre-earthquake period comprising 
the two years to December 2009. 

Figure 4: Number of property-related offences by year in Canterbury Metro Areah

Figure 5 shows reported monthly victimisation data from Statistics New Zealand for the period from 
July 2014 to May 2016. There appears to be an increasing trend in theft and burglary victimisations, 
although no statistical trend analysis has been done to confirm this. The number of victimisations for 
theft have ranged from a low of 1,011 in September 2014 to a high of 1,488 in December 2015, and 
were 1,401 in May 2016, the most recent data. For burglary, victimisations have ranged from a low 
of 438 in July 2014 to a high of 753 in January 2016, and for May 2016, were 678. Victimisations 
of robbery and extortion have ranged from a low of less than 10 in March 2015 to a high of 45 in 
January 2016. 

For the most recent year’s data compared to the previous year’s data, there was a 14.8 per cent 
increase in the combined categories of theft, burglary, and robbery and extortion victimisations in the 
Canterbury Metro Area compared with a 4.4 per cent increase for New Zealand.i

h Canterbury Metro Area is a Policing boundary that most closely matches the greater Christchurch and Hurunui districts. It is made up of the Southern 
Canterbury, Northern Canterbury, and Christchurch Central Police boundaries.  
i The time period for this data is from July 2014 to June 2016.
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Figure 5: Number of victimisationsj (Theft, Burglary, and Robbery and extortion) in the Canterbury 
Metro Area by monthk

Apprehensions for offences usually reported to Police

This was measured using the number of apprehensions for serious assaults resulting in injury 
reported to Police. 

The number of apprehensions for assault-related offences reported to Police increased in 2014 after 
consecutive decreases from 2011 to 2013. However, numbers of apprehensions in 2014 were 14 per 
cent lower than in the pre-earthquake period of 2008 and 2009. 

Figure 6 shows that there was a decline in apprehensions for serious assaults resulting in injury 
across most age ranges between 2010 and 2013. In contrast, in 2014 there were increases in most 
age groups, most notably in the 31–50 years age group although this figure still remained below 
pre-earthquake levels.  

j Victimisations counts each case of a victimisation from crime, not the number of individuals victimised by crime. One victim can be counted more than 
once if they are the victim of multiple instances of crime.
k See footnote 7 above. 
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Figure 6: Number of apprehensions for serious assaults resulting in injury, by age, in the Canterbury 
Metro Areal

 

lCanterbury Metro Area is a Policing boundary that most closely matches the greater Christchurch and Hurunui districts. It is made up of the Southern 
Canterbury, Northern Canterbury, and Christchurch Central Police boundaries.  
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Figure 7 shows monthly proceedings data for assaults from Statistics New Zealand for the period 
from July 2014 to May 2016. Two points of note are that the 15-24 year age group accounts for 
the highest number of proceedings, and that the number of proceedings then decreases with each 
increase in 10-year age band. There are no apparent trends over time during the relatively short time 
period of the data.   

Figure 7: Number of proceedings for assaults,m monthly, in the Canterbury Metro Arean

In 2014, apprehensions for burglary in Canterbury were 5 per cent lower than in 2013 and 31 per 
cent lower than the average for the 2008 and 2009 years. There was an increase in apprehensions in 
the youth (0–16) age group for 2013 (from 188 to 250 apprehensions), but this dropped back to 153 
in 2014. All age groups apart from over 51 years old (the smallest category with 55 apprehensions), 
showed large drops in apprehensions for 2014 when compared with the two years pre-earthquakes.

mAssaults includes the following offence categories: Homicide and related offences; Acts intended to cause injury; Sexual assault and related offences; 
Dangerous or negligent acts endangering persons; and Abduction, harassment and other related offences against a person.
nCanterbury Metro Area is a Policing boundary that most closely matches the greater Christchurch and Hurunui districts. It is made up of the Southern 
Canterbury, Northern Canterbury, and Christchurch Central Police boundaries.  
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Figure 8: Number of apprehensions for burglary, by age, in the Canterbury Metro Areao

Figure 9 shows monthly proceedingsp data for burglary from Statistics New Zealand for the period 
from July 2014 to May 2016. There are far fewer proceedings for burglary than proceedings for 
assaults (Figure 7). As with assaults, the 15-24 year age group accounts for the highest number of 
proceedings for burglaries. There are no apparent trends over time during the relatively short time 
period of the data; however, in recent months, for the 15-24 year age group there have been fewer 
monthly proceedings for burglaries than the peak of 45 in August 2014.     

oCanterbury Metro Area is a Policing boundary that most closely matches the greater Christchurch and Hurunui districts. It is made up of the Southern 
Canterbury, Northern Canterbury, and Christchurch Central Police boundaries.  
pThe first type of legal action (court or non-court) initiated by police against a person as a result of an investigation of an offence(s).
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Figure 9: Number of proceedings for robbery, burglary, and theft, monthly, in the Canterbury Metro 
Areaq

qRobbery, burglary, and theft includes the following offence categories: Robbery, extortion and related offences; Unlawful entry with intent/Burglary, break 
and enter; and Theft and related offences.
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Re-offending rates

This is measured using the prisoner re-imprisonment rate and community offender reconviction rate 
from the Recidivism Index. From 2011 onwards the Recidivism Index yields figures for Canterbury 
specifically.

The Department of Corrections has reported re-offending rates as an indicator of its own performance 
in rehabilitating offenders.  A wide range of factors external to the criminal justice system affect re-
offending rates. Recent analysis by Corrections revealed that changes in re-offending rates since 
2011 have been influenced by the following external factors: changes in policing priorities; reduced 
use by Police of ‘alternative resolution’r with apprehended offenders; an increase in the proportion of 
prosecuted offenders who are convicted in court; greater use of Corrections-administered sentences 
by courts, and reduced use of fines; and faster courts processing times.30

In addition, the total number of offenders under management by Corrections has fallen in the last 
five years, with a resulting change in the composition of this population; those currently under 
management feature a higher proportion who are recidivists (rather than “first-timers”), and a greater 
proportion who are gang-affiliated (the re-offending rate of the latter is twice that of non-affiliated 
offenders).30

Figure 10 shows that in 2011, 27.4 per cent of male prisoners released from Canterbury prisons were 
re-imprisoned within a year of their release. This proportion (known as the recidivism rate) decreased 
to a low of 23.8 per cent in 2012, before increasing to 29.2 per cent in 2014. In 2015, the rate was 
27.9 per cent. Nationally the recidivism rate has not changed substantially during the period from 
2008 to 2015. In 2015, the rate was 28.1 per cent, up from 25.9 per cent in 2014.s 

Figure 10: Rate of re-imprisonment, men only, Christchurch Men’s Prison and Rolleston Prison 
 

q ‘Alternative Resolutions’ include verbal or written warnings and diversion. For more detail, see www.police.govt.nz/about-us/publication/new-zealand-
police-pre-charge-warnings-alternative-resolutions-evaluation
r No significance testing has been done for the data in this figure.
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Figure 11 outlines the rate of reconviction for people on community-based sentences (for example 
community work, home detention, and intensive and extended supervision). 

In 2011, 31.5 per cent of community offenders in Canterbury were reconvicted within a year of their 
community sentence ending. This rate has dropped slightly to 28.4 per cent in 2015. Nationally, the 
community offender reconviction rate decreased from 30.4 per cent for 2011 to 26.4 per cent in 2014, 
and increased slightly to 27.4 per cent in 2015.t 

Figure 11: Rate of community offender reconviction, men and women, Christchurch Community 
Probation Service Area 
 

Find out more
Find out more about the Canterbury Wellbeing Index:  
www.cph.co.nz/your-health/canterbury-wellbeing-index/

Find out more about the Department of Corrections’ offender training and employment programmes: 
www.corrections.govt.nz/working_with_offenders/community_sentences/employment_and_support_
programmes.html

Find out more about New Zealand Police monthly statistics for the Canterbury region:  
www.police.govt.nz/service/monthly-statistics 

Find out more about the Campaign for Action on Family Violence: www.areyouok.org.nz

Find out more about Police Safety Orders:  
www.police.govt.nz/advice/family-violence/police-safety-orders

Find out more about taking out a protection order: 
www.justice.govt.nz/family-justice/about-us/documents/publications/brochure-and-pamphlets/about-
protection-orders/protection-orders

t Ibid.
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Technical notes

Offences usually reported to the Police

Data source:   New Zealand Police monthly statistical indicators

Frequency:   Monthly

Data complete until: December 2014

Notes: Yearly figures presented are aggregated from monthly statistical indicators.

These monthly statistics are “provisional and drawn from a dynamic operational database. They are 
subject to change as new information is continually recorded.” The monthly provisional statistics are 
counted differently from the official statistics for recorded offences that are published each April and 
October. These figures should therefore not be compared with official statistics. For official statistics, 
see Statistics New Zealand crime and justice statistics: www.stats.govt.nz/crime

The monthly offence statistics presented here have been aggregated for the three Police districts 
closest to greater Christchurch: Southern Canterbury, Northern Canterbury, and Christchurch Central. 
This area is referred to as the Canterbury Metro area. A map of New Zealand Police districts is 
available from: www.police.govt.nz/about-us/structure/districts

Note:  These Police indicators were released for the final time on 1 April 2015. They will not be 
updated in future. New official statistics published by Police still cover the key crime types reported in 
this section, and are likely to have better frequency, timeliness, and scope.

Serious assaults resulting in injury: This is a new category for reporting crime statistics in New 
Zealand and reflects a category in the Australian Standard Offence Classification (ASOC), which New 
Zealand adopted in July 2010. Offences reported here include ‘grievous assault’, ‘aggravated assault’, 
‘male assaults female’, ‘assaults child’ and other serious assaults that resulted in physical injury. This 
category excludes common assaults and other assaults that did not result in injury. Serious assaults 
resulting in physical injury can occur in public places or dwellings. In such instances, the assault will 
be included in two indicators in this report.

Public place assaults: The number of recorded assaults that occurred in public places. This includes 
both serious and minor assaults. This indicator focuses on the type of location where the assault 
occurred. 

Dwelling assaults: The number of assaults recorded that occurred in dwellings. This indicator 
includes both serious and minor assaults. This indicator focuses on the type of location where the 
assault occurred. Most assaults in New Zealand occur in either public places or dwellings. Dwelling 
assaults often occur in situations where family violence is a factor. Note that the New Zealand Police 
is changing the way it collects family violence statistics, but that many family violence incidents occur 
in dwellings. www.police.govt.nz/news/release/31365.html

Robbery: The number of robbery offences recorded by Police. A robbery is a theft from a person that 
is accompanied by violence or threats of violence. Robbery offences have been included because 
they are serious offences that tend to be of public interest.

Burglary: The number of burglary offences recorded by Police. Unlike robbery, burglary does not 
necessarily involve violence or threats of violence. It does involve entering an enclosed space with 
the intention of committing an offence. Burglary offences have been reported here because they 
are serious offences that tend to be of public interest. Police has a strong focus on preventing and 
responding to burglaries. Burglaries include both household and business related offences. 

Vehicles stolen: The number of offences Police recorded for theft or unlawful taking of a motor 
vehicle. This includes instances where a vehicle is taken for a joy ride and later recovered, as well as 
instances where vehicles are taken permanently. Such offences have been included because they are 
of public interest. Police has a strong focus on preventing and responding to these offences. 
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Recorded crime victims statistics - victimisations

Data source:    Statistics New Zealand via NZ.Stat   
http://nzdotstat.stats.govt.nz/wbos/Index.aspx

Frequency:   Monthly

Data complete until: May 2016

Notes: The data held in this collection is from July 2014. The area selected is the Canterbury Metro 
Area, formed by merging the previous Christchurch Central, Northern Canterbury, and Southern 
Canterbury New Zealand Police area boundaries. This collection counts victimisations recorded 
by NZ Police for the following offences: Murder, Attempted murder, Manslaughter, Assault, Sexual 
assault, Abduction and kidnapping, Robbery, Blackmail and extortion, Burglary, Theft. Victimisations 
counts each case of a victimisation from crime, not the number of individuals victimised by crime. One 
victim can be counted more than once if they are the victim of multiple instances of crime.

To protect the confidentiality of individuals, all figures are randomly rounded except for ‘homicide 
and related offences’ (including murder, manslaughter, and attempted murder). Figures are rounded 
to base 3, using a modified version of Statistics New Zealand’s standard method. In the modified 
version, 1s and 2s are always rounded up to 3. Only zero counts are displayed as 0. In the standard 
method, all counts are randomly rounded up or down to multiples of 3 (for example a count of 5 would 
be displayed as 3 or 6, and a count of 1 would be displayed as 0 or 3).

Recorded crime offenders statistics - proceedings

Data source:    Statistics New Zealand via NZ.Stat   
http://nzdotstat.stats.govt.nz/wbos/Index.aspx

Frequency:   Monthly

Data complete until: May 2016

Notes: The data held in this collection is from July 2014. The area selected is the Canterbury Metro 
Area, formed by merging the previous Christchurch Central, Northern Canterbury, and Southern 
Canterbury New Zealand Police area boundaries.

In Figure 7, ‘Assaults’ includes: Homicide and related offences; Acts intended to cause injury; Sexual 
assault and related offences; Dangerous or negligent acts endangering persons; and Abduction, 
harassment and other related offences against a person. 

In Figure 9, ‘Robbery, Burglary, and Theft’ includes: Robbery, extortion and related offences; Unlawful 
entry with intent/Burglary, break and enter; and Theft and related offences.

This collection counts proceedings against alleged offenders recorded by NZ Police, except for the 
following offences: offences that Police are able to deal with by issuing an infringement notice, such 
as liquor ban breaches and many traffic offences; offences that come under the authority of agencies 
other than NZ Police, such as Customs, WorkSafe NZ, Inland Revenue, ACC, Ministry for Primary 
Industries.

To protect the confidentiality of individuals, all figures are randomly rounded except for ‘homicide 
and related offences’ (including murder, manslaughter, and attempted murder). Figures are rounded 
to base 3, using a modified version of Statistics New Zealand’s standard method. In the modified 
version, 1s and 2s are always rounded up to 3. Only zero counts are displayed as 0. In the standard 
method, all counts are randomly rounded up or down to multiples of 3 ( for example a count of 5 
would be displayed as 3 or 6, and a count of 1 would be displayed as 0 or 3).

Data quality: RCOS data has been produced in accordance with the Official Statistics System 
principles and protocols for producers of Tier 1 statistics.
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Protection orders 

Data source:    Ministry of Justice. Final Protection Orders Granted under the Domestic 
Violence or Sentencing Acts

Frequency:   Monthly 

Data complete until:   January 2016

Notes: Protection Orders are either ‘Temporary Protection Orders’ lasting three months or ‘Final 
Protection Orders’ which are permanent until discharged, filed in Christchurch or Rangiora between 
01 January 2010 and 29 February 2016. Applications are counted only after case activation. 
Prior to October 2009, Family Court proceedings related to applicants living in the Rangiora 
catchment area were filed and dealt with at Christchurch.

For privacy reasons, individual months with fewer than three orders have been excluded.

Final protection orders include orders made in the Family Court under the Domestic Violence Act 
1995 and in the Criminal Court under the Sentencing Act 2002. The latter changes came into force 
July 2010. The change in July 2010 meant that more powers to make protection orders now exist 
than previously. However the number of protection orders made under the Sentencing Act (the new 
powers) in Christchurch is very small: 4 in 2010 (July–Dec), 5 in 2011 (Jan–Dec), and 11 in 2012 
(Jan–Oct). 

Rangiora District Court closed on 13 March 2014.

Application types included:

• S13 Without Notice Protection Order

• S7 On Notice Protection Order

•  S123B Sentencing Act Protection Order: from July 2010 these “applications” are automatically 
created in the system when a protection order is granted in the Criminal court

•  S124N Breach of Police Safety Order: from July 2010 these “applications” are automatically 
created in the system when a protection order is granted in the Criminal court.

Apprehensions for offences usually reported to Police

Data source:   Statistics NZ apprehensions statistics for the most recent 24 months   
   (calendar year)

Frequency:   Yearly

Data complete until: December 2014

Notes: Apprehensions for two offence types are shown. These were chosen because there are 
comparable apprehensions data. 

Note the apprehensions and offences data sets are not directly comparable because: 1) one 
is based on official statistics and one is based on monthly Police indicators which are counted 
differently; and 2) exact offence types included in each data set may vary.

The monthly offence statistics presented here have been aggregated for the three Police districts 
closest to greater Christchurch: Southern Canterbury, Northern Canterbury, and Christchurch Central. 
This area is referred to as the Canterbury Metro area. A map of NZ Police districts is available from 
Statistics New Zealand: http://www.stats.govt.nz/tools_and_services/nzdotstat/tables-by-subject/new-
zealand-recorded-crime-tables/maps.aspx
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Re-offending rates

Data source:   Department of Corrections Recidivism Index

Frequency:   Yearly

Data complete until: 2015 

Notes: Rates are percentages: number reimprisoned/reconvicted as numerator, total releases/
new starts as denominator. Rates are raw percentages: no adjustment has been made for risk. 
Reimprisonment sample includes all prisoners released from Christchurch Men’s and Rolleston 
prisons; as such will include a small number of prisoners who live outside of Christchurch and 
surrounding localities; women are excluded, as Christchurch Women’s Prison houses prisoners from 
throughout the South Island and some from the North Island. 
Reconviction figures are for all offenders managed on community sentences within the Christchurch 
Community Probation Service area. Latest (2015) figures are for offenders released from prison, or 
new starts on community sentences, from 1 April 2013 to 31 March 2014. Follow-up period was 12 
months from each individual offender’s date of release or date of community sentence start.

Community-based sentences include:

Community Work – unpaid work for non-profit organisations

Home Detention Sentences – offender to remain at an approved residence at all times under 
electronic monitoring and close supervision by a probation officer (sentence range 14 days to  
1 year)

Supervision – rehabilitative community-based sentence (sentence range 6 months – 1 year)

Community Detention – community-based sentence with electronically-monitored curfew (sentence 
range up to 6 months)

Intensive Supervision – rehabilitative community-based sentence (sentence range 6 months to  
2 years)

Extended Supervision – managing child sex offenders in the community (sentence range up to  
10 years).
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